strange to the reader, and he may not see exactly how an articlo on animal radiation comes to liavo a place in a discussion on cholera; hut as in the course of these papers I shall often uso these words, I shall have first to explain what I mean bj: Animal Radiation, in order that the reader may comprehend the hypothesis which I shall suggest regarding the origin and diffusion of cholera.
Radiation of any kind means emission of ether waves in all directions from a central point; and the grounds on which I baso tho hypothesis of animal radiation are, 1st, the admitted existence of an inter-stellar and inter-atomic ether; and 2nd, the universal ether's capability of transmitting to our nervous system tho waves originated by the heat and light atomic vibrations of the sun and stars. Whoever has read Tyndall's book on " Heat Considered as a Mode of Motion," and has understood it, cannot fail to believe either in the existence of a universal ether, or in the dynamic nature of heat and light. Now, given tho ether, and tho possibility of waves being initiated in it by means of the ato mic vibrations of matter, also its capability of transmitting thcso waves from body to body, it follows as a corollary that every atomic vibration, whatever tho body may bo of which tho atoms form part, creates a disturbance in the ether. Thus, round every animal from man downwards, round every plant, there must bo a sericg of ether waves continually given off from the individual as a centre; and it is evident that the living human organism, or let us say tho centre of it?the nervous system?is continually emitting ethereal waves in all directions. Tho naturo of tho waves must, cf course, be in accordance with the mode of vibration of the atoms of the nerve centres. It is this emission of ether waves from tho animal body which I call Animal Eadiation.
It may require a very strong and extensive atomic vibration to transmit waves of heat and light from tho sun and stars to our nerve-centres, but an infinitely more feeble atomic vibration of the nerve-centres may bo quite adequate to transmit ethereal waves from one individual to another, with tho distance between them of perhaps only a few feet or yards. I We are very apt to look upon the human organism as a fixed result, behaving in the same way under the same conditions. This would certainly be so, if tho conditions were in reality always the same. Although to us apparently identical, there must be many differences of which our senses cannot apprise us.
Our senses do not apprise us of the existence of the universal ether, and it has required a vast number cf years of constant thought for us, at the present day, to be almost tangibly convinced that there must be such a thing as a universal ether. The reader will have no difficulty in understanding that if I place a body of the temperature of 100? in contact with another of 50?, the more heated body will communicate to the less heated one a portion of its heat, and will continue to do so until both bodies are of equal temperature. This will occur without the bodies being in contact. If the two bodies are suspended at a distance from cach other in a vacuum, the same result will take place through the medium of the universal ether, which transports waves of heat motion from the hotter body to the other, until both are in perfect unison. Well, what I mean by animal radiation is a series of waves originated by the vibrations of the atoms of the nervous system of an individual, and transmitted in all directions through the medium of the surrounding ether. These waves are different from, and independent of, the heat waves which the body of the individual is emitting at the same time.
If the reader has accepted what I have said about two bodies having two different degrees of temperature, the one having the greater degree of motion communicating a part of it to the other, which has less, he cannot fail to understand how an individual can magnetize another, and Avhy it is necessary that the magnetizer should have a great deal of animal vigor or vital motion; why an individual, who is nervously weak, is more easily magnetized than a vigorous one ; how it is that the magnetizer is able by his own radiation to disturb the independent nervous motion of his patient, and cause him to enter into a sort of sleep ; and how, if all conditions are favorable, by continuing and repeating this influence, he is eventually able to reduce the atomic motion of his patient's nervous system to a state of synchronism with that of his own, and consequently make the whole patient's organism as if it were one with his own; and finally, how the will of the magnetizer is transmitted instantaneously through the ether to the brain of the patient, the will and knowledge of the latter becoming for the time being that of the former. 
